
PowerPoint: DB People and Communication: 
Connections & Combinations 

Chapter 4.1.2 
Photo Descriptions 
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Photo description: A seated DB man, at right, 
converses with a seated SSP, at left.  
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Photo description: At the expo with booths, at left 
an SSP stands at least 5 feet away from a DB 
woman, at right, to converse.  
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Photo description: At a beach, at left a DB man 
stands at least 4 feet away from another DB man, 
at right, to listen and to converse.  
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Photo description: At left, a SSP converses with a 
DB woman, at right.  
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Photo description: Two DB people are standing 
up and talking; at left, a DB woman is signing 
tactually while another DB man tracks her hands 
to listen.  
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Photo description: At the right, a seated DB man 
reads a document on a computer screen and 
listens tactually via his seated SSP.  
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Photo description: The DB woman on the right is 
using her hearing to listen to the woman on her 
left. 
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Lower left photo description: Two DB men are 
conversing, using their ALDS.  
 
Lower right photo description: A close-up view of 
an ALD device.  
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Photo description:  A close-up view of a Braille 
display device in use.  
 
Caption: Reading English on a Braille display.  
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Left photo description: In a room, at left a 
standing DB man converses with his SSP, 
partially visible at right.  
 
Right photo description: In a room, at left a seated 
DB man listens to his seated SSP.   
 
Caption:  These men both became deaf-blind after 
growing up using English as their first language 
and primary language.  
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Photo description: Seated at a table, at left a DB 
woman listens to her interpreter, at right.  
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Left photo description: A standing DB woman is 
chatting, partially visible at left, as her sighted 
friend signals “yes” under the DB‟s left hand.  
 



Right photo description: At left, a sighted woman 
signs “I see” to her DB friend, at right.  
 
Caption: In both pictures, the Sighted Listener is 
responding (tactual back-channeling). 
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Photo description: aj granda is talking to a group.  
At her left (photo right), co-instructor Jelica 
Nuccio listening.  Notice Jelica‟s right hand 
„nodding‟ on aj‟s knee as she listens. 
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Photo description: Three women are seated in 
triangular format. The two women listening (at left 
and at right) are maintaining contact with each 
another as well as with the woman, center, 
talking. 
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Photo description: On a table at a restaurant, at 
right a DB man is using his DBC as his SSP looks 
on.  
 
 


